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Abstract
Moore’s Law is pushing us inevitably towards a world of
pervasive, wireless, spontaneously networked computing
devices. Whatever these devices do, they will have to talk to
and negotiate with one another, and so software agents will
have to represent them. Whereas conventional services on
intranets will continue to be distributed using established
middleware standards, internet services are being built on
top of http, wap or other protocols, and exchange information in HTML, XML, and just about anything that can be
wrapped as a MIME type or streamed. This situation leads
us to three software problems: (i) How can we simplify the
task of programming these agents? (i.e., Java is not enough),
(ii) How can agents interact and interoperate in an open,
evolving network environment? (i.e., XML is not enough),
(iii) How can we reason about the services that agents provide and use? (i.e., IDL is not enough). We discuss these
questions in the context of our work on Piccola, a small composition language, and outline ongoing and further research.

1. Why Agents?
Plummeting hardware costs, advances in miniaturization,
durability, reliability, network technology, and battery life
are enabling a world of pervasive computing. Although no
one can reliably foresee even a fraction of the new applications for this technology, it is already clear that more and
more computing power will appear in wireless, mobile devices, and that these devices will have to spontaneously interact in constantly changing environments.
As a consequence, we can expect to see the computing
world divide into two rather different environments. The
ﬁrst is the conventional world of databases, servers, applications, and statically networked computers. Software services and components will continue to be implemented with
conventional technology, and software systems will be composed as they are today. The second world will be a wireless

one of spontaneous networking and constantly changing internet services. The clients of these services will include not
only humans, but also other software systems, as service
providers strive to reach the broadest customer base possible. These worlds will increasingly require agents to
• represent both human and software customers and providers (e.g., meta search engines),
• wrap legacy software systems (e.g., database systems),
• represent roaming devices in changing environments
(e.g., mobile phones),
• encapsulate coordination protocols (e.g., Jini [4]),
• coordinate other agents (e.g., distributed agenda management).
We will not worry too much about developing a precise
deﬁnition of software “agents”, or even about comparisons
with older deﬁnitions, except to say that they are software
programs that can act autonomously on behalf of a human,
an organization, or another software or hardware system
[11]. We do not require that agents be mobile or intelligent.
On the other hand, we are interested in the characteristics
that these agents will exhibit:
• agents represent and wrap services for potentially remote hardware or software systems,
• agents coordinate and manage multiple incoming or
outgoing requests,
• agents must adapt to changing network environments,
• agents may need to negotiate quality-of-service or other
non-functional properties with other agents.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2,
we introduce important aspects related to the composition of
distributed agents. In section 3, the need for a data model
suitable for inter-agent communication and collaboration is
discussed. In section 4, we propose notions to support reasoning about agent systems in order to build reliable applications. Finally, in section 5, we summarize the main
observations and present directions for future research.

2. Composing Agents
Programming concurrent and distributed applications is
not easy, so there is no reason to expect that programming
agents will be. We can expect, however, to take advantage of
some characteristics of agents to simplify the task.
As we have seen, we can expect agents to be mainly concerned with wrapping, composing, and coordinating existing services, not with implementing new basic services.
Therefore, a language or tool for implementing agents
should concentrate on supporting high-level abstractions
that will simplify these tasks.
Java has been touted as the language of the internet, and it
provides many features that make it easier to develop internet applications. Nevertheless, Java is still just a conventional programming language, better suited to implementing
components than to composing them [8]. Furthermore, Java
is not well-suited to deﬁning abstractions which are not objects (such as coordination abstractions, generic wrappers,
and synchronization policies).
We have argued elsewhere that component-based software development can be summarized as “Applications =
Components + Scripts” [1][3][14]. In this view, conventional programming languages will be used to implement basic
services and components, but a composition language will
be more suitable for the task of composing, or “scripting”
components. Furthermore, a composition language must
pay special attention to the problems of “glue” (i.e., overcoming compositional mismatch), coordination (i.e., coordinating concurrent and distributed components and
requests), and expressing various architectural styles.
This last point is actually the key both to composing software components and to composing agents. An “architectural style” [16] formalizes the components, connectors and
composition rules for an application domain. In essence, an
architectural style allows you to raise the level of abstraction
from low-level “wiring” of component interfaces to composition using domain speciﬁc abstractions. Pipes and ﬁlters
are the classical example, but there are countless other domains where architectural styles can help to raise component composition to a more declarative level [5]. Consider,
for example, low-level wiring of events and actions as opposed to graphical composition of GUI widgets or rulebased speciﬁcations of trigger conditions and actions.
Piccola is an experimental composition language that is
suitable to specify systems as compositions of agents. It is a
small language based on the notions of immutable forms,
which encapsulate data and services, agents, which encapsulate behaviour, and channels, which are the media that
agents use to communicate forms. The formal semantics of
Piccola is based on the πL-calculus, a process calculus in

which agents communicate forms (extensible records) rather than tuples [10]. Forms are not only used exchange data in
agent communications, but also to model environments, extensible interfaces, components, and objects [15].
We have already demonstrated that Piccola is well-suited
to expressing various architectural styles [1], and that its
simple, uniform model allows it to be used to express various composition and coordination abstractions, such as synchronization policies, that are clumsy or impossible to
express in conventional object-oriented languages.
We plan future experiments to use Piccola for visualizing
agent systems and to build a composition environment on
top of Piccola. Furthermore, we are in the process of extending the run-time system to cope with real distributed applications.

3. Communicating with other Agents
Although Piccola is nice for wrapping, gluing, and composing components in a closed environment, it still lacks the
reﬂective features that would be needed to use it to program
agents that could function effectively in a completely open,
spontaneously networked environment. We are currently investigating which lightweight reﬂective mechanisms are
needed to solve this problem.
In closed environments today, component interfaces are
typically speciﬁed with IDL or Java, and clients communicate with them through CORBA, COM, or RMI. Internet
services, on the other hand, are speciﬁed as HTML forms,
return HTML, XML, or various MIME types, and clients
communicate with them through http, ftp, wap, or any of a
variety of other protocols.
It is clear that the world is moving towards XML as a medium for exchanging models between software systems, so
we can expect that interoperable internet services will have
to talk XML. But XML is more syntax than semantics, and it
is not a full-ﬂedged data model supporting a query language
and data manipulation language. With XML, we risk returning to the days of hierarchical and network data models with
procedural navigation through databases rather than declarative expression of views of data.
It is a fairly straightforward exercise to map XML to any
kind of object model, and the forms exchanged by Piccola
agents are no exception. Therefore, we imagine Piccola
agents communicating with external services by means of
XML. However, to query, manipulate, explore, and negotiate with the outside world, agents would need a declarative
form data model.
Such a data model might resemble the relational model,
with data being stored in bags of forms rather than sets of tuples (it is possible to adapt the operators of the relational al-

gebra to such a data model). The fundamental difference,
however, is that the relational model is founded on a closed
world assumption, whereas a data model for communicating
agents must be based on open systems. Agents must be prepared to deal with new services and models for which they
have not been preprogrammed. Therefore, a form data model must support some simple reﬂective features that allow
agents to explore the schema to which a model conforms, or,
better yet, to easily wrap models to conform to different
schemas.
We are now exploring the deﬁnition of such a form data
model, and experimenting with simple mechanisms to query, view, adapt, and transform form-based models.

4. Reasoning about Agent Composition
It is notoriously difﬁcult to reason about software, and
reasoning about open, concurrent, distributed agent software will not be any easier. The need for reasoning, however,
will be even more acute, since agents will not be able to act
autonomously if they cannot give and receive speciﬁc service guarantees.
Reasoning today is often limited to simple static type
checking, but even this level of guarantee cannot be easily
reconciled with an open agent world, since static typechecking requires advance knowledge of interfaces, and
type inference typically requires global knowledge.
We can expect to move to a world in which “types” express other kinds of contracts than simple interface signatures, and the checks will be performed as much at run-time
as at composition time. Therefore, we can see the need for:
Interfaces. Agents, like the components they represent,
will provide and require interfaces, but run-time querying will become more important. Furthermore, interfaces will have to be versioned and assigned unique identifiers (similar to the global unique identifiers of COM
[13], but perhaps these identifiers will be URLs), and
wrapping services may be required to automatically
adapt otherwise incompatible interfaces.
Quality of service. Some simple forms of quality-of-service negotiation are already commonplace in the domain
of internet multimedia streaming. As ever wider ranges
of devices and software agents become internet-aware,
we can expect not only bandwidth and latency, but also
other aspects of services, such as hard or soft real-time
constraints, or platform dependencies, will become negotiable depending on the capabilities available to the
client.
Protocols. Many kinds of services require clients to obey a
simple kind of protocol, but flat interfaces tell us nothing about non-uniform service availability [12]. Many

kinds of services require an initialization or authorization protocol to be completed before other actions may
be performed. Furthermore, transaction services require
a commit or abort from the client. Although we can expect most protocols to be quite simple and fall into easily recognizable classes, they must still be explicitly
documented, statically checked, and dynamically validated.
Security & Authorization. Much has been made of “sandbox” techniques to protect servers from hostile agents,
but what about protecting the agents themselves?
Agents for roaming devices may easily find themselves
in hostile environments. Rather than relying on ad hoc
run-time methods to protect agents and their clients, it
should be possible to decorate agent implementation
code with explicit security assertions. Similar to protocols, a combination of static and run-time checks would
be performed. It is unlikely that a single, internet-wide
security model would be appropriate, since security requirements are known to vary considerably for different
application domains. Therefore, agents must be able to
adapt their security requirements to the capabilities provided by the environments they find themselves in.
Aliasing. In a certain sense, agents are aliases. Any situation where aliases cause problems in conventional software systems (deadlock detection, garbage collection,
etc.) will certainly arise in agent systems as well. Techniques like islands [6] could well be reinterpreted from
the perspective of agents. Again, we can expect that explicit assertions will help to limit and reason about
aliasing.
Many important forms of reasoning can be reduced to
the question “Can I get there from here?” Not only reasoning about aliasing, but also about security rights and
capabilities or deadlock detection or prevention often
takes this form. One can imagine an agent language
with generic support for reasoning about reachability,
which can then be adapted to specific problem domains.
Cost and Ownership. Reasoning about linear capabilities
and ownership is typically not directly supported by
programming languages, but must be programmed in an
idiomatic way [9]. Agents, however, will often be responsible for various kinds of finite resources (not just
money and credit, but also time, computing resources,
and other physical and virtual resources), and must be
able to reliably manage these resources, possibly in the
presence of unreliable networks. Again, explicit assertions about transfer of ownership of linear capabilities
would be of immense help if supported by static and dynamic enforcement procedures [7].

This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather to illustrate the need for “type systems” that allow us to express
contracts required and provided by agents that go beyond
simple interface signatures. These type systems should allow us to statically check the sanity of our agents, but will
typically also require some run-time support to validate that
advertised contracts are actually respected.
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5. The Upshot
We claim that one of the key challenges in developing
component-based systems of the future will not be programming of individual components, but rather programming the
agents that represent, wrap, coordinate, and compose them.
The other key challenge, not discussed here, is how to migrate existing systems to component-based frameworks.
We argue that the challenge of agent coordination must
be addressed by new programming paradigms, and we propose “Applications = Components + Scripts” as such a paradigm. Furthermore, we offer Piccola, a small composition
language, as an effort in that direction.
We are continuing to experiment with Piccola, by using it
as a medium for expressing compositional styles for various
application domains [2]. Furthermore, we are experimenting with the development of a form data model that will enable agents in open networks to exchange, query,
manipulate, and adapt models expressed using interchange
standards like XML. Finally, we are investigating ways for
reasoning about the contracts that agents require and provide on behalf of their clients.
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